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Abstract
The methodology of the modern logopaedic science becomes the expansion of knowledge through the study of the ‘internal speech patterns’ mechanisms and coming up to theoretical views on the role of some core transformations of speech system within the ontogenesis. The increase of understanding of formation process of speech act becomes possible through the use of interdisciplinary approach and system analysis. The article outlines issues related to the possibility of studying the hypothesis proposed by the authors: speech functional system (SFS) results into the action in the form of psychosensorimotor (PSM) speech stereotype. The parameters of PSM speech stereotype in native language are being formed by the age of 6–7. The functional system of speech act is considered in details: speech motivation, situational, auditory, kinesthetic, visual, and emotional afferentations, genetic and ontogenetic speech memory, afferent synthesis, etc. Special attention is paid to the speech fluency as an indicator of the rhythmic mechanisms formation of the brain. The definition of speech fluency and its development in ontogenesis is shown. Stepwise and nonlinear character of speech fluency development in ontogenesis is experimentally proved.
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1. Introduction

Cognition of the speech mechanisms requires a philosophical comprehension of not only the meaning but also the sources of formation of this complex mental activity of human being (Vygotsky, 1934; [19, 24], etc.). In this context, it is worth mentioning the ideas of Vernadsky [31] concerning the biosphere which is connected with his concept of three-dimensionality and geohistorical idea of the ‘space-time’. Biosphere, according to scientist, is not a static structure of ‘life wrap’. It is a geobiohistorical process that started with the hypothetical Universe and stretching throughout to specific biogeochemical cycles and evolution of living systems on our planet. Vernadsky
was one of the first scientists who rose to the understanding of human thought as a planetary phenomenon – the ‘noosphere’. Luria [22, 23] and his disciples used these achievements for finding general principles that bring tremendous complexity of multifarious phenomena of the brain nature to the grand simplicity.

The progress of these ideas as we believe refers directly to the language science and its disorders.

The methodology of the modern logopaedic science becomes not only and not so much the study of the externally observed picture of verbal phenomena, but also the expansion of knowledge through the study of the mechanisms of ‘internal speech patterns’ and coming up to theoretical views on the role of some core transformations of speech system within the ontogenesis. The increase of understanding of formation process of such complex nature’s phenomena as speech act becomes possible through the use of interdisciplinary approach and system analysis [2].

Emergence of new neural networks in the brain during the process of a child’s speech development and his/her learning, the phenomenon of plasticity of the CNS as a fundamental and most specific characteristic of central neurons, the neurons of mind – these and other neurophysiologic ideas of recent years have greatly supplemented and enriched our theoretical understanding of the speech production mechanisms and understanding of the result of speech functional system (SFS).

2. Methodology

We have reviewed theoretical ideas about psychosensorimotor (PSM) speech stereotype as a result of the SFS. The review shows the perspectives of this approach for the purpose of understanding some mechanisms of speech formation [8, 11, 15–18].

We assume that PSM speech stereotype integrates all afferentations, both external and internal, that have evolved in the process of formation of genetic and ontogenetic memory, being the basis for formation of the SFS.

The theory of functional systems created by Anokhin [1, 2] as the system of behavior act and meaningful to us as a functional system of speech act [7, 8, 11, 12, 15] is used in this context as the primary method of analysis (see Figure 1).

The main postulate of this theory is that the processes of response, behavior and training are aimed at achieving a certain goal, or the ‘action result’. The action result or future event, as it is known, is a central system-forming factor for different functional systems at all levels of their organizations (both lower and higher).
We have studied forming in ontogenesis such components of PSM speech stereotype as: speech motivation, situational, auditory, kinesthetic, visual, and emotional afferentations, genetic and ontogenetic speech memory being parts of afferent synthesis. As we believe, the afferent synthesis serves as basis for integrated semantic and motor program of speech. PSM result of action performed under pre-formed program is considered as the result of efferent synthesis.

Any functional system has specific features that are dependent on the quantity and quality of afferent impulses, and permanent connection with the peripheral organs. Each of afferentations represents a complex structural-functional formation and can
be considered either as a subsystem of functional system of speech act or as a self-sufficient functional system as well, for each of afferentations has its own action result, its own action program, central and peripheral mechanisms.

Genetic speech memory and ontogenetic speech memory are one of the base components of afferent synthesis in functional system of speech act. By the ‘genetic speech memory’ we understand the innate preverbal articulation, and intonation, which are implemented in the infant’s cry, vocal babbling and the first stages of canonical babbling. This stage of speech development of congenital speech mechanisms is supported by kinetic, kinesthetic and auditory afferentations. It begins with a cry immediately after the birth of a child.

The quality of initial cry signalize about the normal condition of the CNS. Sonority and voice duration indicate sufficient maturity and integrity of the medulla oblongata which ensures normal muscle tone, good filling of lungs with air and sufficient subglottic pressure of vocal folds ([3, 29], etc.). Vocal babbling period shows the onset of more complex genetically inherent underlying mechanisms of speech providing for further specific way of communication between humans – verbal contacts. At a later stage of canonical babbling (7–8 months) sound production characteristics of the native language, its prosodic are formed, that is, the speech ontogenesis and formation of ontogenetic speech memory ‘launches’ [11, 12]. Complex acoustic characteristics of oral speech in the native language are gradually formed in the process of speech ontogenesis and their characteristics become stable and individual by adolescence.

Speech motivation pointed in afferent indicators is not equivalent to the initial stimulus. It constantly exists as an internal condition of developing speech contacts. This can explain the high speech activity of preschool children, their constant desire to verbalize their actions, surrounding objects, etc. [11].

Visual afferentations that seemingly do not relate directly to the development of speech act nonetheless play role from the first months of a child’s life. An infant begins to fix the look while communicating with adults not on the face and eyes (as adolescents and adults do) but on lips and tongue of a speaking person, mechanically repeating these movements and sounds.

Emotions are the necessary factor that maintains the optimal level of wakefulness of the higher parts of the brain and contribute to the development of higher mental functions. This factor relates to biologically caused increased mood of toddlers, their use of facial expressions and expressive body movements, changing the tone and volume of voice. The main contribution of the emotional part is in the regulation of
tonic activity of the brain necessary for the realization of speech and mental activity in general ([20, 28], etc.).

The stage of afferent synthesis is the most important point in forming any system of any behavioral act, which includes speech. At this stage brain structures analyze either background or specific internal/external afferentations, which will be further considered while making the action program. This very phase of afferent synthesis is of particular importance for the formation of PSM speech stereotype.

3. Results

3.1. Role of rhythmical processes in development of speech functional system

Central mechanisms of SFS have not only a complex architecture, but also complex rhythmic interaction and coaction. All internal and external components of the system are analyzed and synthesized in a certain rhythmic coherence during the preparation of motor program of oral speech [12, 17, 18]. The overall rhythmic impulsion is formed in the process of afferent synthesis, such impulsion further enters the central efferent, that is, executive level of action program of PSM speech stereotype, due to which there are possibility to pronounce a connected statement.

Experimental studies and theoretical considerations lead to the idea that rhythmic activity is the psychobiological process basing on which complex and various relationships of an organism with external and internal environment factors are formed and implemented (Bekhtereva, 1988; [21], etc.).

Modern science intensively discusses the importance of the pacemaker mechanism in the brain activity in the context of the analysis of rhythmic processes influence on SFS formation [4, 5]. It is known that the cellular elements of the CNS have a special kind of rhythmic activity of the endogenous origin. This innate rhythmic activity makes each neuron an excitation generator, that is, pacemaker or rhythm-driver. Spatial synchronization of brain rhythms is interpreted by researchers as a manifestation of identical pacemaker traits of spatially separated neurons ([14], etc.). According to Bekhtereva [5], pacemaker is obligingly involved in any interaction of certain parts of the brain, but it is not attached to any single or several structures.

We assume that special role of the pacemaker mechanism is revealed at co-rhythmization of neuronal activity of different brain structures involved in certain activities, for example, during particular speech-motor program ([25], etc.). The activity
of pacemaker is flexible because due to its dynamism the control, organization and reorganization of any activity are performed. Repetition of the same activity facilitates the formation of pacemaker, and in this case, according to Bekhtereva, a rhythmically organized ‘relevant matrix in long-term memory’ is created and constantly innervated ([4], p. 93).

By utilizing the neurobiological aspect of understanding such complicated processes we can theoretically imagine how the result of afferent synthesis ‘comes’ to a neuron of operating (executive) mechanisms in the form of electrical innervations of a cell membrane, which is then transformed into a biochemical process of efferent synthesis of neuronal activity with the final result. Thus, it’s obvious that action effect in the form of PSM speech stereotype is a vehicle for self-organization of the SFS.

3.2. Ontogenesis of speech act

Knowing how to change the program of action, and, consequently, the quality of the oral speech as the action result at the stage of afferent synthesis with the insertion of new afferentations can allow to analyze speech ontogenesis and the stages of its development.

The language acquisition implies the accurate differentiation of all elements of a heard, spoken or read speech, and this analysis is inevitably associated with the pronunciation of words aloud, in a whisper or silently. It is reasonably assumed that right in the preschool age children due to permanent kinesthetic and aural evaluation of speech sort out according to of Anokhin, ‘all degrees of freedom’ and retain only those that facilitate the standard of native language, which is shown experimentally in the works of Beltyukov [6], Ushakova [30], etc.

Theoretical ideas about the SFS help identify the specific consistencies of development of some subsystems of speech production (speech breathing, sound production, etc.), the complex of which can be defined as a norm. In this regard, there is an opportunity to differentiate their quality from disorders.

For example, in 1926 Vygotsky referred the breath to speech movements considering that without it the oral speech is unthinkable [32]. Later researches show that a least electrical activity arising in speech muscles that accompany the inner speech affect the EMG of speech muscles [26]. According to Luria [23], the kinetic component of movements is performed in the form of kinetic and melodic schemes. In relation to the speech, this factor provides for a smooth switching from sound to sound in the process of word pronouncing and moving from word to word, which comprises the
fluency of speech. The articulatory muscle and speech breathing acquire fairly stable characteristics by 5 years that later become stereotyped [10].

The formation of the sound system of language in ontogenesis also has its consistencies. From the very beginning of the speech development a child while communicating with others is actively using global sound structures, which are gradually divided by the dichotomy principle and produce sounds that later reflect the national language [6]. This principle can be traced at higher levels of language development of children. Prior to pronouncing new words a child is anticipating it by the sounds or syllables of a generalized speech structure [30].

According to recent studies, one of the physical parameters of speech is the ‘speech fluency’. This term includes temporal and rhythmic characteristics of the speech exhalation during the speech utterance. Researchers identified and characterized some indicators of speech disfluency and their dynamics depending on a child’s age and his/her rate of speech development ([9, 13, 15, 27, 35], etc.).

Internal processes of rhythmic organization of speech being of immense complexity are approachable for external observation and evaluation through the analysis of speech fluency. Speech fluency develops during preschool period of a child development. However, in the school age as well (especially primary) the rhythm of speech, temporal characteristics of speech and speech breathing are not sufficiently stable. Either children or adults as well accelerate the rate of speech in conditions of emotional tension, iterations, unfinished words and sentences and even the semantic incoherence of speech may quite often occur. In accordance with this, the speech fluency is changed [10, 18].

We have experimentally proved that within the characteristics of speech rhythm as an essential quality ensuring the speech fluency there is a clear dynamics of speech rhythm maturation in different hierarchical levels, from the syllable and word levels speech rhythm of preschoolers to sentence rhythm of speech of primary school children, all this relates to children with normal speech. This is the evidence of a gradual and nonlinear nature of formation of various components of the SFS in process of PSM speech stereotype formation [16, 18].

Age peculiarities of oral speech that indicate the instability of the SFS in the preschool years make clear the roots of its selective ‘fragility’ under the influence of various external and internal factors. All the indicators of a developing oral speech are closely interrelated. As to the concept of the SFS one can say that the change of any afferentation transforms the action program of SFS and therefore the action result.
4. Conclusions

According to the Vygotsky’s theory, speech and language activity is a part of the holistic psyche of a child, as it was originally included in the formation of a world image, and either perceived or utilized linguistic means begin to identify what they are formed for. In this regard considering PSM speech stereotype one can say that it accumulates all levels of mental and psychomotor activities. Such external indicator as speech fluency is formed by temporary combination of programs of selection of lexical and grammatical expression means, choice of motor realization of speech (speech breathing, voice, and articulatory program) and realization of the general speech program.

At preschool age two sides of speech and language activity are intensively formed: mental and speech. The ontogenesis of speech begins with motor mechanisms – cry, voice babbling, and canonical babbling – and is, as previously stated, the demonstration of genetic speech memory. Then, during the speech ontogenesis the specific psychomotor stereotypes – speech articulation of the native language – start to develop. The mental component is also associated with the development of vocabulary, grammatical structure and intonation of speech. Normally, mental and motor aspects of speech develop quite synchronously and harmoniously. Gradually the motor component of speech is becoming a more distinct symbolic character.

The aforementioned discussion allow to say that the material component of speech is the highest form of consciousness evolution and it is one of the concepts of the noosphere. There is no doubt that the SFS as a complex information process of nature in the near future will become the subject of study of bioinformatics and molecular biology. That will allow to reveal more clearly the relationship and interdependence of the phenomena of the material world.
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